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Abstract
In this paper we present an open-shell extension of the non-orthogonal congu-
ration interaction singles (NOCIS) method for the calculation of core-excited states,
intended for peak assignment in XAS spectra of doublet radicals. This extension re-
quires the consideration of additional congurations due to the singly-occupied open-
shell orbital, and the addition of essential orbital relaxation eects is found to provide
a signicant improvement on standard CIS, while maintaining the desirable properties
of spin-purity, variationality, and size-consistency. We apply this method to the cal-
culation of core-excitations for several open-shell molecules and demonstrate that it
performs competitively with other available methods, despite lack of dynamic corre-
lation. In particular, relative to CVS-ADC(2)-x, RMS error is reduced by a factor of
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6 over usual orthogonal CIS, and is comparable to time-dependent density functional
theory with the best short-range corrected functionals.
1 Introduction
Open-shell molecules or free radicals, as they are sometimes known, are molecules of great
interest in many areas of science. Not only do they play a key role in both normal and ab-
normal biological processes,1,2 but they also are involved in atmospheric chemistry processes
such as soot3 formation, the interstellar chemistry of planetary ionospheres4{7 and, closer to
home, in radiation-damaged systems.8,9 The study and characterization of these radicals is
critical to furthering our understanding in almost every area of science.
One growing area in this study is that of x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which has
the benet of both environmental and element specicity.10,11 This technique is a relatively
new and growing eld, particularly as pertains to radical species. Specically, the identi-
cation of characteristic peaks for smaller radical species is still underway,12,13 and is likely
to be for some time. For example, studies that use NEXAFS to follow the eect of ioniz-
ing radiation on ice, as well as ices doped with organic molecules,14 often must hypothesize
which molecules they are seeing at certain peaks. However, identication of these species,
whose NEXAFS signature has not yet been characterized (e.g. the HCO radical in ref. 14),
is particularly challenging. Thus, there is a great need for accurate theoretical methods that
can be used to assist in the identication of these molecules' characteristic spectroscopic
peaks.
To identify XAS peaks in new radical spectra, spectroscopists must turn to theoretical
simulations of core excitations. From the electronic structure standpoint, it has long been
known that radicals are far more challenging to treat than their closed-shell counterparts,
for several reasons.15{19 One of the standard ways to determine ground states of molecules is
unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF), but in radicals this method frequently fails to adequately
2
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predict even basic properties and reactivities. This is attributed to symmetry breaking prob-
lems,20,21 which often manifest as a high degree of spin-contamination: UHF wavefunctions
are not eigenvalues of S^2.
There have been several suggested work-arounds for these problems. One option, which
we choose in this paper, is to use restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) instead of
UHF. ROHF is already more desirable for the identication of XAS peaks, which are by
nature spin-dependent, so it is an added benet that this also helps eliminate some of the
perils of working with radicals. However, it is also worth noting that ROHF is not a cure-
all; it has still been reported to fail in some situations, which was attributed to symmetry
breaking problems and orbital instabilities.16 Additionally, ROHF wavefunctions are harder
to converge, and ROHF theory does not permit bond-breaking.
It has also been reported that the inclusion of a higher level of electron correlation has
helped to resolve some of these problems. Thus, methods like Kohn-Sham density functional
theory (KS-DFT) have been found to be fairly successful at treating radicals.15 However,
they suer from the traditional problems of DFT methods, namely self-interaction errors as
well as the inability to treat long-range eects such as charge transfer.22,23
There have also been a few other attempts to treat this problem, such as Brueckner
coupled-cluster doubles,24 orbital-optimized coupled-cluster doubles,25 and several MP2-
based methods.15 A nal challenge to theoretical simulations of radicals, and of greatest
interest to this paper, is that radicals and excitations from radical ground states tend to be
multicongurational, meaning that a method that does not enable treatment of these cases
can never hope to be suciently accurate.
Currently, the common methods used for core excitations are time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT),26{31 -SCF and -DFT,32 equation of motion coupled-cluster
methods,33{39 algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) methods,40{45 static exchange
(STEX),46 and conguration interaction singles (CIS).47,48 These methods have also been
used for the calculation of open-shell radicals.49{53 The general benets and pitfalls of all
3
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these methods were discussed in our previous work,54 so we will only touch on them in the
results section as is relevant. It is worth noting, however, that several of them employ UHF
rather than ROHF, leaving them susceptible to the problems discussed above. Lately, some
other options that have been discussed are the selection of orbitals in CIS,55 a combination
DFT/-SCF method,56 and a core-valence-separation-based approach to coupled cluster.53
Recently, we introduced the non-orthogonal conguration interaction singles (NOCIS)
method for the calculation of closed-shell core-excited states,54 a spin-pure, non-orthogonal
generalization of CIS for core-excited states. This method includes orbital relaxation eects,
as well as the multicongurational eects arising from the ionization from dierent core or-
bitals, in a spin-pure, black box manner. While non-orthogonal conguration interaction
(NOCI)57,58 typically requires the appropriate determinants to be chosen on a case-by-case
basis, NOCIS is designed to be nearly black-box: for a given molecule and x-ray absorption
edge, the set of non-orthogonal determinants is precisely dened. It can also be viewed as a
generalization of the static-exchange approximation (STEX)46 that moves further by includ-
ing interactions between dierent non-orthogonal references. NOCIS provides a dramatic
improvement over CIS, and is competitive with or better than other core-excitation methods
despite not including dynamic correlation.
In this paper, we present an extension of NOCIS to treat open-shell molecules, specically
doublet radicals. This extension treats all single excitations and their spin complements that
can be formed while maintaining the same spin quantum number, which requires the con-
sideration of a greater number of congurations than closed-shell NOCIS. It also maintains
the desirable properties of its base, namely in that it remains black-box, size consistent,
variational, and spin-pure. In addition to using a separate set of core ionized orbitals for
each atom in the desired band, another special set of non-ionized orbitals for each atom in
the band should also be included. The design considerations and dening equations for open
shell NOCIS are described in Sec. 2.
To test the accuracy of this method, we ran several calculations on both single and mul-
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tiple core orbitals using open-shell NOCIS and compared it to other common core-excitation
methods. We found results that were very consistent with our closed-shell comparisons:
namely, that NOCIS provides nearly a six-fold improvement on traditional CIS, and that
it is competitive with or better than other core-excitation methods despite not containing
dynamic correlation. These results are described in Sec. 3, where the eect of the additional
references is rst assessed, followed by tests against previously reported calculations, as well
as tests against the small number of systems for which reported experimental XAS values
are available.
Core 
Open-Shell 
Virtual 
DSβαα ααβ αβαGround
i 
a 
k 
Figure 1: A depiction of dierent congurations necessary to a core excitation in a doublet
radical.
2 Theory
When considering a doublet radical excitation, there are several core-excited congurations
with ms = +1=2, which are illustrated in Figure 1. The rst option is the excitation of an
alpha electron from the core orbital to an unoccupied virtual orbital, which we have termed
a  excitation, so named for the spins of the electron remaining in the core orbital, open-
shell orbital, and virtual orbital. The second option is the excitation of a beta electron from
the core orbital to an empty virtual orbital, which we have termed a  excitation. The
third option is actually a double excitation: the excitation of a beta electron from the core
orbital to an unoccupied virtual followed by a spin-ip in both the open-shell orbital and
the virtual orbital. We term this an  excitation. The nal category is the excitation of a
beta electron from the core orbital into the open-shell orbital. We term these DS excitations,
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indicating an excitation from a doubly occupied (D) core orbital to a singly-occupied (S)
valence orbital. As the , , and  are all spin-complements of each other, they
must all be included in order to ensure that our theory is spin-pure.
These considerations lead us to our open-shell NOCIS wavefunction, shown below:
j	NOCISi =
RX
i=1
VX
a=1
(1  P^)  tai [ayaai]+ tai [ayaai] + tkaik [aykaiayaak] jii+ RX
i=1
tki (1  P^)[aykai]jki i
(1)
in which jii is a conguration optimized with a core hole in the ith orbital (there are
R relevant core orbitals), but with the core hole lled, also thought of as the ground state
conguration, but with core-hole orbitals. jki i is the determinant optimized with a core hole
in the ith orbital and the open-shell orbital k doubly occupied but with the core hole lled
and the open-shell orbital singly occupied, also thought of as the ground state conguration,
but with core-excited-into-open-shell orbitals. As previously, P^ acts by projecting against
the neutral ground state reference. This equation is then solved by the standard generalized
eigenvalue problem expression for the core-excited state energies Ek and amplitudes tk.
Htk = StkEk (2)
Additionally, as can be seen from the wavefunction, it is important to note that this method
has moved beyond the traditional space of single excitations with the inclusion of the 
excitation. This XCIS-type extension59 causes open-shell NOCIS to dier from STEX even
when core excitations from only a single distinct atom are being considered.
A brief overview of NOCIS is as follows: after a ground-state orbital optimization, a
Maximum Overlap Method (MOM)60 calculation is done for an excitation from each core
orbital of interest (i.e. calculations on core-hole triplet cation congurations of a^i jii, and
the neutral core-hole congurations jki i). The Hamiltonian, S (overlap), and S2 (total spin
squared) matrices are constructed via a combination of orthogonal methods for interactions
between the same core orbital, and NOCI for interactions between dierent core orbitals.
6
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Finally, the generalized eigenvalue problem is solved. The key dierence between the open-
shell and closed-shell methods is that the open shell method has additional DS reference
states (jki i). Due to the fact that the valence orbitals in the DS determinant(s) look sub-
stantially dierent than those generated from the core-hole cation determinant k, we add
them as another reference in the MOM optimization step. This can be seen below in the
green blocks of Figure 2, which are generated from this new reference.
1 βαα
1 ααβ
1 αβα
1 DS
2 βαα
2 ααβ
2 αβα
2 DS
1 DS1 βαα 1 ααβ 1 αβα 2 DS2 βαα 2 ααβ 2 αβα
Figure 2: A visual of the Hamiltonian matrix in the open-shell NOCIS scheme; the peach
components are computed with Slater-Condon rules, the blue elements are obtained with
NOCI from the ionized determinants, and the green elements are obtained with NOCI from
the determinants that are ionized into the open-shell orbital. This example is considering a
potential excitation from 2 dierent core orbitals.
2.1 Restricted Open-Shell Maximum Overlap Method (MOM)
One of the necessary steps in implementing open-shell NOCIS was the construction of a
restricted open-shell MOM method that, while not novel, does not appear to be discussed at
much length elsewhere. One goal of using MOM is to prevent excited states from collapsing
to lower energy states, which it does during an SCF-like process via the selection of new
orbitals that have the largest overlap with the orbitals of the previous iteration.60 The
7
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specic dierence for the ROHF case to be addressed here is that, because of the open-
shell orbital, two separate MOM overlap evaluations must be performed, one for the doubly
occupied space and one for the singly occupied space. This is a variation from the usual
MOM calculation, which only performs one such evaluation.
2.2 Diagonal-Block Matrix Elements
The diagonal-block matrix elements (peach/green in Figure 2) are calculated in the same
way as those for closed-shell NOCIS, which is to say computed from Slater-Condon rules
or from the appropriate integrals, as in standard CIS or STEX. There is, however, one
important dierence. With the introduction of the new DS reference state, this renders the
aforementioned green areas of these diagonal blocks non-orthogonal to the other determinants
in this block, meaning that these elements now need to be calculated with NOCI. We found
this new reference to be a necessary addition in terms of accurately describing the potential
congurations. This is a further departure from the STEX method.
2.3 O-Diagonal Block Matrix Elements
The multi-reference block matrix elements (blue/green in Figure 2) are generated in the
same way as the closed-shell version of NOCIS. Specically, they are all calculated using
NOCI.57,58 The only dierence is the aforementioned addition of the DS reference, as well
as the fact that open-shell NOCIS requires the consideration of more determinants than the
closed-shell version, which had only two spin-complements.
2.4 Computational Implementation
The code for NOCIS was implemented in a development version of Q-Chem 5.061 utilizing
the Armadillo linear algebra library.62 The NOCI code was a further modied version of the
code developed by Sundstrom57 and adapted by Oosterbaan et al.54
8
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The approximate scaling of this code continues to be N4. Each NOCI element requires
a 2-electron integral build, which is the computational bottleneck. However, it is worth
reiterating that NOCIS does not use any large intermediates that require disk storage, an
advantage over ADC and EOM-CCSD methods, where the unknowns are as large as fourth-
rank tensors.
Table 1: A comparison of K-edge deviations from ADC-CVS(2)-x values for molecules with
and without the open-shell reference included.
Molecule NOCIS NOCIS (with DS ref.) Dierence
F(1s) 3.73 2.07 -1.67
OH O(1s) 3.64 2.08 -1.56
CN N(1s) 0.88 0.09 -0.78
NO2 O(1s) 0.73 0.73 0.00
3 Results
All molecular geometries were obtained from NIST's Computational Chemistry Compari-
son and Benchmark DataBase,65 which uses B3LYP66{68 in the Def2-TZVPP basis set,69
except for CH3S, which was obtained with a calculation in the cc-pCVDZ
70 basis set using
B3LYP. K-edges were selected in all methods by choosing the lowest state with a non-zero
oscillator strength. The TDDFT and -DFT calculations were performed with the SRC1-
R1 functional,71 which was specically designed for core excitations. The TDDFT and CIS
calculations were formatted to produce 5 states, and the CVS-ADC(2)-x calculations to pro-
duce 3, while the NOCIS calculations produced a large range as dictated by the number of
virtual orbitals in the basis set for each atom of interest.
3.1 Addition of Open-Shell Reference
The addition of the open-shell reference, the DS excitation conguration(s) that were op-
timized with a separate SCF calculation, was found to provide a substantial improvement
9
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Table 2: Comparisons of K-edge calculation errors for several molecules using CIS, -SCF,
-DFT, TDDFT, and NOCIS with ADC-CVS(2)-x values, along with the mean signed error
(MSE), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and max error. Calculations were done in the aug-
cc-pCVTZ63,64 basis and all results are in eV. The K-edge was dened as the lowest energy
transition with non-zero oscillator strength.
Molecule CVS-ADC(2)-x CIS -SCF -DFT NOCIS TDDFT
BeH Be(1s) 113.28 3.27 5.27 1.16 0.35 -1.11
C2H3 C(1s) 281.17 7.62 3.24 4.00 1.77 -0.33
CCH C(1s) 278.85 7.36 1.59 2.35 1.68 -0.73
CH3 C(1s) 281.09 7.40 6.02 0.38 1.55 -0.47
H2COH C(1s) 283.23 7.39 5.08 2.07 1.54 -0.43
CH3CH2O O(1s) 524.96 9.87 10.97 2.57 2.25 -1.41
HCO C(1s) 284.53 7.38 0.87 1.85 1.20 -0.55
CN C(1s) 278.96 7.01 1.45 2.20 1.12 -0.59
CN N(1s) 393.03 15.20 0.80 1.55 0.09 1.82
F(1s) 675.06 10.25 2.17 2.26 2.07 -3.09
N2
+ N(1s) 392.77 11.76 11.06 4.43 2.12 0.99
NH2 N(1s) 393.69 8.72 7.84 2.46 1.91 -0.91
NO N(1s) 397.45 9.12 1.52 3.71 3.16 -0.75
NO O(1s) 530.06 14.38 1.27 4.10 2.83 1.05
NO2 N(1s) 400.67 9.77 2.09 2.61 0.91 -0.27
HCO O(1s) 529.83 15.99 5.70 2.09 1.10 1.24
NO2 O(1s) 529.04 16.26 14.04 5.37 0.73 1.41
O2CH3 C(1s) 286.47 9.96 2.77 0.94 0.56 0.63
O2CH3 O(1s) 527.17 10.06 9.76 5.32 1.81 -0.86
OH O(1s) 524.84 9.73 10.35 2.48 2.08 -1.73
H2COH O (1s) 532.14 17.52 1.99 2.01 1.46 1.14
CH3O C(1s) 283.85 14.26 5.19 1.90 1.42 1.65
CH3O O(1s) 525.14 9.87 10.80 2.56 2.10 -1.40
Li(1s) 56.40 2.28 2.22 6.69 1.94 -0.75
CH3S C(1s) 283.54 12.64 1.01 1.63 1.06 1.12
HO2 O(1s) 527.21 9.93 8.79 5.54 1.81 -1.10
MSE 10.19 5.15 2.85 1.56 -0.21
RMSE 10.84 6.49 3.24 1.71 1.21
Max 17.52 14.04 6.69 3.16 3.09
10
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in calculation accuracy for minimal additional computational cost. In a comparison of 13
dierent molecules, the addition of this reference was found to improve the accuracy of the
K-edge prediction by close to a full electron volt (0.85 eV). As can be reasonably expected,
this dierence was especially pronounced in the excited states where the DS excitation con-
tributed a signicant amount, and was less pronounced when it did not (for example, due
to symmetry, as shown in NO2 in Table 1). However, since the DS excitation is the lowest
lying core excited determinant, the majority of K-edges have a substantial contribution from
this conguration. Some representative samples of both cases are included in Table 1. The
non-orthogonal interaction with this reference (the green portion of the matrix in Figure
2) also provided signicant o-diagonal elements, further indicating that a non-orthogonal
approach is preferable in comparison to an orthogonal method such as STEX when ner
accuracy is desired.
3.2 Comparison with Common Core-Excitation Methods
Following our previous basis set assessment, we performed our comparison calculations in the
aug-cc-pCVTZ basis, which was determined to provide the best balance of error reduction
and eciency. This can be seen in Table 2. Due to a relative lack of experimental spectra for
small open-shell molecules, we compared all our calculations to CVS-ADC(2)-x to make an
inital assessment of accuracy. Of course, this requires the presumption that CVS-ADC(2)-
x is a suitable reference. The accuracy of this comparison to experimental data will be
discussed in the following section.
As with closed-shell molecules, we compared NOCIS to CIS, -SCF, -DFT, and TDDFT.
-DFT and TDDFT were performed using the SRC1-R1 functional,71 which is tailored to
performing core-excitation calculations in TDDFT. All calculations other than NOCIS were
performed using UHF and are thus not spin-pure, and it was found that the dierence when
using ROHF for the  methods was negligible.
Our results are largely consistent with our previous closed-shell results.79 As expected,
11
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Table 3: A comparison of the minimum and maximum errors from the CVS-ADC(2)-x values
for CIS, -SCF, -DFT, NOCIS, and TDDFT.
CIS -SCF -DFT NOCIS TDDFT
C(1s) min 7.01 0.87 0.38 0.56 -0.33
max 14.26 6.02 4.00 1.77 1.65
N(1s) min 8.72 0.80 1.55 0.09 -0.27
max 15.20 11.06 4.43 3.16 1.82
O(1s) min 9.73 1.27 2.01 0.73 -0.86
max 17.52 10.04 5.54 2.83 -1.73
Table 4: A comparison of errors from experimental values of CVS-ADC(2)-x, NOCIS, and
TDDFT.
Molecule Expt. ADC NOCIS TDDFT
NO2 N(1s) 401.04
72 -0.37 0.54 -0.65
NO2 O(1s) 530.32
72 -1.28 -0.55 0.13
NO N(1s) 399.7073 -0.80 0.91 -3.00
NO O(1s) 532.7073 -1.76 -0.19 -1.58
F(1s) 676.574 -1.44 0.63 -4.52
Li(1s) 57.3975 -0.98 0.96 -1.74
CH3S C(1s) 286.7
76 -3.16 -2.10 -2.04
OH O(1s) 525.8077 -0.96 1.12 -2.69
HO2 O(1s) 528.60
77 -1.39 0.42 -2.49
CH3 C(1s) 281.35
78 -0.26 1.29 -0.73
MSE -1.24 0.34 -1.93
RMSE 1.46 1.01 2.31
Max -3.16 -2.10 -4.52
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the CIS method performs very poorly due to its lack of orbital relaxation and correlation,
with a RMS error of 10.84 eV. The -SCF method, which includes orbital relaxation but
not dynamic correlation, is a large improvement on CIS methods, with a RMS error of 6.49
eV. The -DFT methods, which include both orbital relaxation and dynamic correlation,
perform even better, as expected, with a RMS error of 3.24 eV. The TDDFT methods
perform extremely well, with an RMS error of 1.21 eV. This high level of accuracy is in large
part due to the correct selection of functional, and it shows the importance of correlation
in obtaining an accurate core-excitation energy. However, TDDFT is extremely functional
dependent, and performing it with other functionals produces results that vary considerably
in accuracy.
The NOCIS calculations, which include orbital relaxation and static correlation but not
dynamic correlation, perform very consistently with previous closed-shell results, with a
RMS error of 1.71 eV. This result trend upholds our previous conclusion that while dynamic
correlation is important (and becomes more so with open-shell molecules), the inclusion of
orbital relaxation has a far greater impact on improving the accuracy of results. In fact, the
NOCIS results provide more than a six-fold improvement on the CIS results.
A further element to look at in these methods is whether the errors appear to be random or
systematic, which we have explored in Table 3. CIS and -SCF appear highly unsystematic,
with an average error spread of around 7.2 and 8.1 eV, respectively. -DFT performs better,
with an average error spread of around 3.3 eV. NOCIS and TDDFT perform the most
systematically, with average error spreads of 2.1 and 1.7 respectively. Overall, these results
provide encouraging signs that NOCIS is a relatively systematic method, with a systematic
level of error, furthering its desirability.
3.3 Comparison to Experimental Data
In the interest of comparing across a broad set of molecules, we rst benchmarked our NOCIS
results to CVS-ADC(2)-x. There are, however, a limited amount of experimental spectra
13
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for doublet radicals available, and comparison to those energies produced some interesting
results, which are summarized in Table 4.
Across dierent ADC methods, it appears that most forms of ADC overestimate core
excitation energies, but CVS-ADC(2)-x appears to tend toward underestimation.45 This is
consistent with our comparisons here, and this data set is large enough to reasonably draw
the conclusion that it is possible that our reported NOCIS results for molecules without
an experimental spectra that are higher than the ADC values will be slightly closer to
experimental values than their reported error here indicates. It is very encouraging that
NOCIS out performs both CVS-ADC(2)-x and TDDFT with the tuned SRC1-R1 functional
on these radicals.
3.4 Oscillator Strengths and Spectra
For a core excitation calculation to produce spectra, it needs to be able to calculate oscillator
strengths in addition to excitation energies and multiplicities. These oscillator strengths are
then used to construct the spectra. Experimentally, oscillator strengths are quite dicult
to determine, and are used only in relative terms between species. Thus, there is not a
signicant amount of experimental data available to which to compare our calculations.
Table 5: A comparison of calculated oscillator strengths for CIS, NOCIS, and ADC-CVS(2)-x
Molecule CIS NOCIS ADC
NO2 N(1s) 0.0464 0.0411 0.0191
NO2 O(1s) 0.0625 0.0470 0.0322
NO N(1s) 0.0112 0.0463 0.0613
NO O(1s) 0.0218 0.0319 0.0367
F(1s) 0.0680 0.0571 0.0510
CH3S C(1s) 0.00198 0.000667 0.000623
OH O(1s) 0.0652 0.0515 0.0449
HO2 O(1s) 0.0642 0.0581 0.0418
CH3 C(1s) 0.0584 0.0428 0.0357
As an alternative, Table 5 shows a comparison of oscillator strengths between CIS, NO-
CIS, and ADC-CVS(2)-x. Taking ADC as our reference point, we see that NOCIS oscillator
14
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strengths in every case improves on the CIS results in the direction of ADC, often substan-
tially. This is encouraging for the direct use of NOCIS to simulate experimental spectra.
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Figure 3: The NOCIS simulation of the NO N K-edge spectrum. This spectrum has a
Gaussian broadening of .25 eV and a Lorentzian broadening of .2 eV, consistent with previous
work.76 See Table 6 for peak centers and assignments in comparison to experiment, ADC
and CIS.
To test the accuracy of NOCIS in simulating experimental spectra, we plotted the NOCIS
data for the NO N K-edge, as shown in Figure 3. The spectrum is in quite good qualitative
agreement with the experimental spectrum presented in Reference 73. For a more quanti-
tative assessment, we also identied the rst few spectral peaks for for CIS, NOCIS, and
ADC-CVS(2)-x, and compared those to the experimental assignments from Ref. 73. This
comparison is presented in Table 6.
Referring to Table 6, it is clear from the identied transitions that CIS performs very
poorly. While CIS does correctly associate the K-edge energy with the 2p transition, it did
not adequately identify any of the other transitions. This is likely a consequence of increasing
spin-contamination for the higher states, as well as the lack of orbital relaxation. By contrast,
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Table 6: A comparison to experiment of transition assignments and energies for the rst few
peaks in the NO N K-edge spectrum for CIS, NOCIS, and ADC.
Experiment73 CIS NOCIS ADC
Energy Transition Energy Transition Energy Transition Energy Transition
399.7 2p 406.6 2p 400.6 2p 397.4 2p
404.0 2p - - - - 404.7 double
406.6 3s - - 408.03 3s(O) 407.17 3s(O)
407.6 3s 422.07 3s(N) 409.1 3s(N) 407.4 3s(N)
3p - - 409.3 3p 407.6 3p
409.0 3p 408.7 3p 410.8 3p 409.2 3p
NOCIS provides a substantial improvement, with peaks that for the most part qualitatively
replicate the experimental spectrum and correctly identify the transitions. Despite its lack of
dynamic correlation, NOCOS is competitive with ADC-CVS(2)-x, which provides a higher
degree of accuracy on the energies, at the cost of substantially longer computation time.
There is one peak to which this conclusion does not apply, however, We observe that peak
2 of Table 6 (404.0 eV, experimentally), is present only in the ADC spectrum, but not in the
CIS or NOCIS spectra. This, we believe, is because this transition has been misidentied by
the authors of Reference 73. We believe that, instead of a transition to the 2p orbital, it is
in fact primarily a double excitation that involves both a valence excitation from the singly-
occupied orbital and an excitation from the core orbital into the 2p orbital, as identied
by the ADC data. This new identication as a double excitation clearly explains why the
transition is absent in the NOCIS and CIS spectra, which operate only in the space of single
excitations. In sum, it appears that the NOCIS energies and oscillator strengths are enough
to generate a spectral prole that can be directly and reliably compared with experimental
data for single-excitation XAS.
4 Conclusions
This paper describes the extension of the NOCIS method to treat doublet open-shell molecules.
This method compares favorably to all current methods of calculating core excitations, and
16
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it provides a very consistent level of accuracy across both closed and open-shell calculations.
Its nature as a black-box method renders it easily usable by both experimental and theo-
retical chemists, and it returns all states (and more) needed to calculate a spectrum. As a
single excitation method, one limitation of NOCIS is its inability to describe states that are
dominated by double excitations.
In fact, returning to Ref. 14, which cited a lack of reliable calculations of NEXAFS spectra
for HCO, it is already possible to see how NOCIS can be helpful in identifying molecules such
as this in spectra. Above, we have computed the carbon K-edge of HCO to be 285.73, which
is very close to Laon et al.'s tentative assignment of 286.4 eV. The HCO spectra gathered
from NOCIS could be further compared with these experimental spectra to ensure that the
features higher than the K-edge correspond as well in order to make a positive identication.
There are several potential future directions for NOCIS. One important development
would be the addition of dynamic correlation, likely via a similar method to NOCI-MP2.80,81
Another direction for NOCIS is to improve its computational eciency to allow it to treat
large molecules. There are several possible ways to execute this, including changes to make
the current algorithm more ecient, new algorithms to improve eciency, and approxima-
tions to reduce the computational cost. These will be explored in future work.
Overall, this open-shell version of NOCIS is a very promising method for calculating
open-shell core excitations, providing a reasonable level of accuracy despite lacking dynamic
correlation. With future improvements to its computational scaling, it looks to be a conve-
nient path for simulating XAS spectra for both closed and open-shell molecules as the XAS
eld develops further.
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